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Abstract

Evolution of the logo - Gaggle on the Gavel

In many ways, law is behind other industries and professions in its implementation of technology. Fortunately, a number of legal technology entrepreneurs
and academics are designing systems that will make the study and practice of law more efficient and less expensive and new players are coming into
the marketplace to challenge long-standing monopoly like situations such as have been enjoyed by traditional legal research companies like LexisNexis
and Westlaw. There are now comprehensive practice management systems as well as more targeted software for internal law firm processes like timekeeping and billing.  Websites allow potential clients to locate and connect with lawyers and for lawyers to promote their services to the public. However,
our research identified an unserved niche within the legal technology marketplace. We observed that there was no comprehensive system for lawyers
to connect with each other externally in a secure environment that would help them build a professional network of colleagues across the U.S. and even
around the world.
Our interactive website is intended to provide a LinkedIn-style community, called Gaggle on the Gavel, are totally within the lawyer’s discretion as to
how much of the system he or she wants to use, such as referrals, calendars and tracking of continuing legal education seminars and other events, who he
or she wants to connect with and how much information will be shared with external colleagues about cases, career opportunities or research interests.
Gaggle on the Gavel will also will also include visualizations that will show trends in the law with respect the kinds of cases being filed and other issues
and statistics that lawyers would be interested in and that would help with strategic planning for law firms. We have also featured a demonstration of the
current iterating of the Gaggle on the Gavel website, including our logo, as well as provide diagrams of the interaction flow within the website and the
results of a focus group we conducted on our efforts to an online community for lawyers.
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Interaction Flow – Gaggle on the Gavel
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